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Letter From
FPA 2011 President
& FPA Executive Director/CEO
Martin F. Kurtz, CFP, AIFA
2011 President

Marvin W. Tuttle, Jr., CAE
Executive Director/CEO

Dear FPA Member Colleague,
FPA members and our partners have been significantly affected by a volatile global economy for the past
few years. Today, we know the financial difficulties of one or more countries throughout the world now
have ripple effects that raise concerns and issues for the everyday personal financial management of
Americans. This certainly has challenged many of us. In other respects, it has increased understanding and
opportunities for FPA members as even more consumers have developed an appreciation for a trusted
expert relationship to support them on their lifelong journey to use their financial resources wisely to
accomplish their life goals. We believe that the financial planning profession will continue to experience
greater positive response in the years to come as the public steadily realizes the difficulty of making
quality decisions alone in a greater sea of possibilities and outcomes ahead.
At the end of December 2011, FPA had 23,538 members, a much more stable year compared with 2009
and 2010. Membership retention remained consistent as well and the number of new FPA members
increased, with growth in our new to the profession, international, and allied professional categories. In the
year ahead, we will continue to fine-tune our recruitment and retention marketing campaigns with
sharpened messaging about the overall value of our portfolio of benefits and services to targeted markets,
with a rejuvenated outreach to our core CFP practitioner audience.
FPA focused on delivering top-notch educational and networking opportunities for financial planners in the
past year. FPA Business Solutions, our practice management and technology conference, reached its
highest levels since its inception in terms of attendance and exhibits. FPA Retreat continued its longstanding tradition of providing unique opportunities to connect with peers and thought leaders while
challenging attendees to gain new insights to engage clients and apply new strategies to their businesses
in uncertain times. FPA Experience 2011, our organization’s annual gathering of the financial planning
community, offered an impressive 70 educational sessions, which allowed attendees to customize their
learning based on individual needs. Rounding out the year, we were pleased that more than 300 of our topnotch volunteer leaders were represented in force at the Chapter Leaders Conference, which teaches best
practices and skills required for successful local chapter leadership.
We expanded our connections in a number of ways. Further in this report, you will read about our extensive
efforts to advocate for the profession at the federal level, as well as our ongoing support of chapters and
their work with state-level legislators. FPA also partnered with a number of groups to create opportunities
for consumers to learn more about the benefits of financial planning. Whether it was through our
successful Financial Planning Week activities with chapters, increased tools and resources on our website,
or a variety of educational offerings presented directly to consumers, we were pleased to find new ways to
connect our member experts to the public. We introduced a new online community platform, FPA Connect,
to support our members’ desire to connect daily on issues of importance regarding the practice and
profession of financial planning.
(Continued…)

Letter From
FPA 2011 President
& FPA Executive Director/CEO
Your board of directors approved FPA’s new strategic plan last December and it is currently being
implemented. We believe we will achieve our primary aim by focusing on the four cornerstones of our
strategic vision:
MEMBER: Deliver Superior Member Value
ORGANIZATION: Optimize Organizational Performance
SOCIETY: Serve as the Credible Voice to Consumers
PROFESSION: Be the Authoritative Source of the Profession
Using this plan as our foundation, our initiatives in the year ahead will focus on practice management;
chapter engagement; new program development to support our member value proposition; and innovative
advocacy approaches to promote and enhance your capabilities as financial planning professionals, with
an ultimate benefit to consumers of financial planning services. We know FPA members are serious about
creating thriving practices in financial planning. It is our job to help you with the tools and resources that
enable you to empower your clients more effectively and efficiently. We are doing that today and we will do
even more in 2012.
Financial planning is a special and unique profession, complemented by a professional discipline and
process that makes financial planning the best way to receive holistic and quality financial advice. In order
to assure the public of our commitment to the highest levels of professional competence and conduct, FPA
continues to endorse and support the CFP certification as the standard for professional financial planning
with its longstanding commitment to education, examination, experience, ethics and enforcement. We will
continue to sharpen our messages and outreach to make sure financial planning is seen as such. Our
primary aim remains our guidepost, which is to foster the value of financial planning and to advance the
practice and profession of financial planning. It is an honor for us to hold our leadership roles within FPA
and be part of the evolution of this wonderful organization and great staff.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve you.
Sincerely,

Martin F. Kurtz, CFP®, AIFA®
2011 FPA President
The Planning Center, Moline, Ill.

Marvin W. Tuttle, Jr., CAE
Executive Director/CEO
Financial Planning Association

FPA Core Beliefs
Primary Aim
FPA is the community that fosters the value of financial planning, and advances the practice
and profession of financial planning.

Core Values
At FPA, our Core Values represent who we are. They describe our intended state of being. They
are so integral to our being that we would not abandon them even if we were penalized for
holding them. We want to attract as members those who share our values:

Competence
Our dedication to competence requires not only lifelong learning, but also that we
continually assess our ability to appropriately and effectively address the needs of those
we serve.

Integrity
We strive to have ever more congruence between our words and deeds, and to deliver
genuine value to those whom we serve.

Relationships
We are committed to open, inclusive and respectful relationships, including collaboration
among diverse parties on common interests.

Stewardship
We recognize our responsibility to act with vision, ever mindful of the effects of our actions
today and tomorrow on the future.

Standard of Care
Whereas the public expects to experience a high level of confidence, trust and clarity in
relationships with professionals trained in the distinct process and discipline of financial
planning, it is essential that they obtain a commitment of professional care, quality and
excellence in the services they receive.
All financial planning services will be delivered in accordance with the following standard of
care:
Put the client’s best interests first.
Act with due care and in utmost good faith.
Do not mislead clients.
Provide full and fair disclosure of all material facts.
Disclose and fairly manage all material conflicts of interest.

FPA Strategic Vision

Approved by the FPA Board in December 2011, this long-term strategic vision allows us to build on our Core Values (the
outer ring) and focus on the areas most important to the organization (the inner four quadrants) which will help us best
achieve our Primary Aim (center).
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FPA Key Initiatives for 2012–13

Our initiatives for the coming year were also approved by the FPA Board in December 2011 and are directly tied to the
overall strategic vision (previous page). These were developed to leverage our Core Competencies (outer ring); are
specifically prioritized and designed to achieve measurable outcomes (inner four quadrants); and work toward achieving
our Primary Aim (center).
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Member: Deliver Superior Member Value

Facilitate the success of our members and grow the organization by
providing relevant and timely programs and services that meet, anticipate
and exceed their needs.

FPA Connect launched in September to our general membership and has been met with
enthusiasm for its varied functionalities. More than 24 nationally relevant communities of interest
are now in place. The platform is also being used by FPA’s numerous volunteer groups, conferences
and chapters.

FPA now has the communities in place to help cover a planner’s career evolution: Student
Chapters, New to the Profession, Mid-Profession, Master Planners, Advisers in Transition and
ReGen (a community for retired planners).
The Women and Finance Community remains FPA’s largest with more than 400 individuals
participating. Out of its online conversation last year, an idea to create a mentor program was
developed.
The number of FPA student chapters has more than doubled, growing from 6 to 14 chapters at
colleges and universities around the country.
New student chapters include Harding University, Iowa State University, Shepherd University,
University of Akron, University of San Diego, University of Minnesota-Duluth, Utah Valley
University and Virginia Tech University.
With an emphasis on fostering the development of the next generation of financial planners,
student chapters have unique access to local FPA resources through mentoring programs,
career development expertise and enhancing leadership skills.
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Member: Deliver Superior Member Value

Facilitate the success of our members and grow the organization by
providing relevant and timely programs and services that meet, anticipate
and exceed their needs.

USA Today – December 2011
If you need a professional’s help, check out….the Financial Planning
Association, a trade group for planners who charge fees as well as
commissions.
U.S. News & World Report – December 8, 2011
When seeking advice, stick with nonprofit members of…financial
planners affiliated with the Financial Planning Association.
Money Magazine – November 28, 2011
Or you can hire an independent financial pro – you can get the
names of certified financial planners in your area through the
Financial Planning Association’s Find a Planner tool.

FPA PlannerSearch continues to be
highly regarded by consumers as a
comprehensive search site for financial
planners. Many top-rated media outlets
recognized the quality of this trusted
service in 2011.

The Wall Street Journal – September 16, 2011
To get started, visit FPA’s website at FPAnet.org, which offers an
array of tools, resources and the opportunity to easily connect with
thousands of planners nationwide who are ready to provide
competent, objective advice at the highest level.

FPA Experience delivered more than 70 educational sessions designed in the spirit of connecting
education based on the many communities that make up FPA and the profession.
This program redesign allowed members to tailor their experience based on their individual
needs and connect with like-minded individuals and personalized their conference
experience.
An interactive and robust Mobile Application was showcased and well received that allowed
attendees to further customize their educational, networking and social experience.
A CFP-approved CE session was conducted during each scheduled session time, allowing
attendees to secure up to 20.5 continuing education (CE) credits, an 18 percent increase
from the previous year.
The conference offered state insurance in 24 states for seven sessions, providing reporting for
all attendees within one week.
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Member: Deliver Superior Member Value

Facilitate the success of our members and grow the organization by
providing relevant and timely programs and services that meet, anticipate
and exceed their needs.

More than 300 attendees – representing 66 FPA chapters – attended the 2011
Chapter Leaders Conference, a multi-day event focused on best practices and essential skills
required for successful chapter leadership.
Through the annual Roadmap to Success program, 22 chapters received an Outstanding
Achievement Award, a competitive program designed to highlight leading-edge practices at
FPA chapters and provide model programs for other chapters to replicate on behalf of their
local members.

FPA Business Solutions attendance and exhibits reached their highest levels in 2011 since the
conference’s inception. The conference is a cornerstone of FPA’s focus on practice management in
providing timely, action-oriented ideas and solutions to help financial planners grow their
businesses.

FPA’s Virtual Learning Center programs continued to expand with 65 live webinars serving
more than 4,000 attendees and providing nearly 60 CE credits.
Increased emphasis on technology best practices and technology innovations attracted key
thought leaders and innovators.
Offered ethics education and maintained a library of nearly 150 archived sessions, including
numerous sessions on practice management, ethics, and CE-eligible topics.
Enhanced efficiency and frequency for reporting of CE to ensure members are receiving their
credit quicker than ever before.

FPA fortified its practice management resources by providing experts and shared
knowledge to help members avoid the pitfalls of everyday business management.
Whether through local chapter meetings, Virtual Learning Center sessions, e-publications, online
content, or sessions at FPA conferences, members received increased access to resources when
they need them in whatever form is most convenient.
In late 2011, FPA began working with the Association for Financial Counseling and

Planning Education (AFCPE) to develop initiatives that leverage both organizations’
strengths and resources. The collaboration will help support and develop the complementary
disciplines and professional specialties of financial counseling and financial planning. The resulting
efforts will provide significant value to FPA members with new benefits, training and options to
enhance their personal finance expertise and financial planning practices.
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Organization: Optimize Organizational Performance
Optimize organizational culture, structure and human and financial
resources to achieve excellence.

In late summer, FPA launched an organizational review and values assessment aimed at
defining FPA’s future. The review’s objectives were comprehensive and focused on:
Assessing FPA’s systems, structures, processes, and practices to ensure that they align with
and support the implementation of FPA's strategic priorities.
Evaluating the relationship between board, CEO and staff to ensure alignment and clear,
effective, timely communication.
Assessing current and future leadership needs and developing a leadership succession
process.
Ensuring the structures, policies, and practices are optimally suited to FPA's current and
emerging reality.
Assessing other key components that have impact on FPA's future success, relevance and
strategic direction.
Part of the multi-step discussion included inviting some of the
top thinkers and leaders within our membership to connect with
the board of directors at a summit in Lake Geneva, Wis., August
1-3, 2011. FPA leaders also came together at FPA Chapter
Leaders Conference, where local chapter representatives worked
with national leadership to further define FPA’s shared future.
FPA–its leaders, volunteers, and staff–enhanced their shared
knowledge and emerged energized and with a unified vision and
three-year strategic plan.
Lake Geneva, Wis.

Following the Summit, the board met in regular business session to debrief on the results of the
summit and to reaffirm its commitment to the organizational purpose statement noted in FPA’s
bylaws which states:
Section 2.1. The purposes of the Association shall be to serve the needs of its members and to establish
the value of financial planning and the success of the financial planning profession. This Association is
organized exclusively for one or more of the purposes as specified in Section 501(c)(6) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986.
Section 2.1.1. The thrust of FPA’s message to the public will be that everyone needs objective advice
to make smart financial decisions and that when seeking the advice of a financial planner, the
planner should be a CFP licensee.
Section 2.1.2. The thrust of FPA’s message to the financial services industry will be that all those who
support the financial planning process are valued equally as members in FPA and that anyone holding
themselves out as a financial planner should seek the attainment of the CFP mark. FPA will commit
to assisting financial planners who are interested in pursuing the CFP designation.
Section 2.1.3. FPA will proactively advocate the legislative, regulatory and other interests of financial
planning and of CFP licensees. FPA will encourage input from all of its members in developing its
advocacy agenda. It is the intent of FPA not to take a legislative or regulatory advocacy position that is
in conflict with the interests of CFP licensees who hold themselves out to the public as financial
planners.
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Organization: Optimize Organizational Performance
Optimize organizational culture, structure and human and financial
resources to achieve excellence.

More than 300 volunteers served on more than 30 FPA committees, councils and task forces.
Collectively, these members contributed thousands of hours to FPA’s key initiatives, ranging
from planning our conferences and training events, developing and enhancing member
services and contributing to consumer awareness.
FPA offers a variety of volunteer opportunities that not only develops leadership at all levels
of the organization, but also ensures our commitment to member needs.

At the start of the year, FPA conducted a
multifaceted Brand Audit and developed new
guidelines for national and chapter efforts.
As part of this process, the FPA logo was
visually strengthened and enhanced, and
additional graphic colors and design elements
introduced.
By the end of 2011, the new graphic
design/logo elements had been implemented
in almost every area at the national level, and
the process of extending key elements to
chapters was well underway.

FPA’s national office moved to a new location in the Denver metro area. The new office
space allows for even more staff collaboration and increased communication opportunities.
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Profession: Be the Authoritative Source

Be the recognized leader for knowledge about the practice and profession
of financial planning. Unify the voice, focus and resources of the financial
planning community, bringing together those who champion the financial
planning process. Cultivate the body of knowledge of personal financial
planning.

FPA was very active in the past year as it continued its extensive advocacy and policy
efforts for issues most important to the financial planning community.
FPA and its Financial Planning Coalition partners educated policymakers and advocated for
financial planners and consumers on broker-dealer and investment adviser standards of care,
and on investment adviser oversight, following two important SEC studies released early in
the year.
FPA members demonstrated their support for a fiduciary standard through an online petition
campaign, resulting in thousands of signatures which were forwarded to the SEC and key
members of Congress.
FPA and the Coalition were also an essential resource for the Government Accountability
Office, which released a study focusing specifically on financial planners and how they
are regulated.
FPA joined with other organizations sharing an interest in adviser issues to commission a
study by the Boston Consulting Group comparing the costs of improving SEC oversight of
advisers versus outsourcing oversight to a self-regulatory organization. The study provided
critical information to policymakers who had been weighing the options for improving adviser
oversight without any cost analysis, and provided a base for FPA to further survey members
on this important issue.

FPA successfully lobbied Congress to end the practice of patenting tax strategies when it
added its voice to other national associations representing accountants, enrolled agents, tax
lawyers, and consumer groups. By ending this practice, FPA ensured that taxpayers will have full
access to all the provisions of the tax code.

FPA staff conducted ongoing outreach to policymakers to educate them on the role of passthrough entities in the economy and the need to closely consider these types of firms as they
consider corporate tax reform.
Former FPA president Mark Johannessen testified before the U.S. House of
Representatives’ Committee on Ways and Means on the need for simpler and more predictable
tax laws.
FPA secured member Craig Larsen to testify before the House Small Business Committee
regarding the impact of tax and regulatory uncertainty on hiring decisions.
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Profession: Be the Authoritative Source

Be the recognized leader for knowledge about the practice and profession
of financial planning. Unify the voice, focus and resources of the financial
planning community, bringing together those who champion the financial
planning process. Cultivate the body of knowledge of personal financial
planning.

FPA launched an aggressive campaign to educate members of Congress and their staffs
about the role employer-provided retirement plans play to help citizens prepare for retirement. The
effort was in response to the President’s Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform, which
included a recommendation to dramatically reduce the amounts that could be contributed to
employer-provided retirement plans, even as it proposed changes to Social Security that would limit
the amount some Americans would receive from the program.
In 2011, FPA heightened its focus to help chapters become more actively engaged in
advocacy issues at the state level. This is an ongoing initiative to position chapters and members as
a key resource for state policymakers; raise the awareness and understanding of financial planning;
and advocate for the financial planning community.
Chapters in several states successfully engaged state legislators and regulators in 2011,
educating them on financial planning and advocating on issues including protecting
seniors, independent contractor status and financial literacy.

Interest in the FPA websites continued to increase, with visitation up more than 25 percent
in year-over-year comparisons. In related efforts, FPA’s social media presence grew an average of 70
percent in participation in 2011.

FPA helped organize a delegation of
members to visit their financial planning
counterparts in China. With more than 50
participants traveling overseas, the program
combined educational activities and meetings to
see first-hand the intricacies of financial planning
while also observing their counterparts in similar
professional environments.
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Profession: Be the Authoritative Source

Be the recognized leader for knowledge about the practice and profession
of financial planning. Unify the voice, focus and resources of the financial
planning community, bringing together those who champion the financial
planning process. Cultivate the body of knowledge of personal financial
planning.

FPA’s Practice Management Center Blog remains one of the most active blogs for the
organization with new postings two to three times a week discussing best practices and new
resources and tools to help planners grow their practices. Overall, monthly blog views have steadily
increased more than tenfold since its inception in 2009 to the present.
The Journal of Financial Planning published landmark
articles by authors including Wade D. Pfau, Ph.D., CFA; David
M. Blanchett, CFP, CLU, AIFA, QPA, CFA; Elissa Buie, CFP, and
Dave Yeske, Ph.D., CFP; and the team of Kenneth R. Solow,
CFP, CLU, ChFC; Michael E. Kitces, CFP, CLU, ChFC, RHU, REBC;
and Sauro Locatelli.
The Journal conducted interviews with prominent
individuals including Sen. Max Baucus, Roger Ibbotson,
and ―4 percent rule‖ originator Bill Bengen.
The FPA publications team collaborated with the FPA
Research Center and micro-advisory boards to create
surveys to inform four special reports in the Journal
(March: Marketing, June: Trends in Investing, Sept.:
Alternative Investments, Dec.: Retirement).
FPA launched a more comprehensive, user-friendly
version of the Journal archives online.
Increased the number of Ph.D.s on the Editorial Review
Board by 20 percent in response to Academic Advisory
Board suggestions and other stakeholder input.

FPA Press
FPA published its first e-book, Doug Lennick’s Financial Intelligence, on multiple platforms,
making it accessible on devices such as Kindle, Nook, iPad, iPhone, Blackberry, Droid, PC,
and Mac.
In cooperation with the FPA Research Center, FPA Press edited the FPA-ActiFi Adviser
Technology Reports, including the Document Management, Reporting Software, and Portfolio
Management editions.

Practice Management Solutions magazine published approximately 80 articles, including the
bylines of notable industry experts such as Edward Jacobson, Ph.D.; Bill Bachrach; John Comer, CFP;
Timothy Welsh, CFP; Dan Allison; Julie Littlechild; and Joni Youngwirth.
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Profession: Be the Authoritative Source

Be the recognized leader for knowledge about the practice and profession
of financial planning. Unify the voice, focus and resources of the financial
planning community, bringing together those who champion the financial
planning process. Cultivate the body of knowledge of personal financial
planning.

The FPA Diversity Committee awarded four FPA Diversity
Scholarships in 2011. Scholarships include FPA membership,
attendance at a conference, connection to a mentor, and local chapter
recognition. FPA exhibited at regional meetings to promote its
Diversity Initiative and benefits of membership.

In 2011, the FPA Research Center released free-to-members technology reports,
whitepapers and industry research.
Reports: The technology reports covered portfolio management software, document
management software, and report generation software. The reports included feedback from
adviser research, best practices on finding and implementing solutions, and vendor reviews.
The 2011 Planner Fee Fact Sheet was designed to assist planners in evaluating and setting
their fees, or providing national averages to their clients who may wonder about typical fee
structures, by giving an at-a-glance overview of average fee amounts and types.
In the Financial Adviser Retirement Income Planning Experiences, Strategies, and
Recommendations whitepaper, members found information to better understand the
retirement income market along with the most common strategies, tactics, and products
used by advisers to help their clients achieve their goals. Whitepapers are also available on
investment trends and alternative investments.
Market research on marketing best practices, trends in investing, client communications, and
alternative investments were also released, providing members access to findings in
numerous articles including special sections on marketing, investment trends, and
alternatives in the Journal of Financial Planning.
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Society: Serve as the Credible Voice

Promote FPA and FPA members as the credible voice of financial planning.
Define and effectively communicate a common understanding of the
discipline of personal financial planning and the benefits of its use.

News articles promoting the value of FPA and its members to Americans continued to
rise with key coverage in hundreds of media outlets including the Wall Street Journal, Money, USA
Today, Bloomberg Businessweek, Kiplinger’s, Consumer Reports, New York Times, Washington Post,
Huffington Post and many more.

FPA continued its commitment to educate Americans on the basics of financial planning
via its offerings on www.FPAnet.org. New tools included a HealthCare Expense Calculator and
content to help parents teach kids about money and steps to become a smarter investor.

FPA’s pro bono initiative helped enhance financial literacy and provide assistance to
Americans in need:
More than 70 percent of FPA chapters have active pro bono activities to provide assistance to
their local communities. Approximately 500 FPA members volunteered their time in 2011 to
provide financial counsel to thousands of citizens.

FPA is a highly sought after partner to provide resources and assistance and worked closely in
the past year with organizations including AARP, American Pharmacists Association, AETNA,
Ceridian, ComPsych, Jump$tart, National Business Association, and The U.S. Department of
Treasury.

FPA continued its leadership in developing and
supporting programs to expand consumer
knowledge on the benefits of financial planning:
FPA and its chapters held the 10th annual Financial
Planning Week, which included personal finance
seminars, hotlines and more during 50 events. This
effort included Financial Planning Days events held in
coordination with the Certified Financial Planner Board
of Standards, Foundation for Financial Planning and U.S.
Conference of Mayors.
FPA joined forces with the Investor Protection Trust,
Investor Protection Institute, Kiplinger’s Personal
Finance magazine, National Adult Protective Services
Association, and health care professionals to provide a
day of free advice and guidance on how Americans can
protect themselves and their loved ones against
investment swindles and financial abuse with a special
focus on the elderly.
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Financial Results and
Current Year Forecast
FPA is still experiencing the effects of the recent economic downturn and the impact
it had on our revenue streams. Spending plans developed in 2009 have remained in
place in an effort to maintain financial stability for the organization. The table below
indicates the extent of the financial challenges we’ve seen over the past few years,
however, we have maintained a stable operating budget.

Curtis W. Niepoth
Associate Executive
Director and CFO

FPA’s financial results for the last three years and projected results for the 12-month
period ending May 31, 2012, are summarized as follows:
Year Ending
05/31/2009
Actual

Year Ending
05/31/2010
Actual

Year Ending
05/31/2011
Actual

Year Ending
05/31/2012
Forecast

$16,408,658
16,408,276
382

$13,846,848
13,745,404
101,444

$13,616,613
12,865,891
750,722

$12,728,849
12,703,120
25,729

Investment Gains (Loss)
Branding Initiative Costs

(1,017,927)
-

458,780
-

542,245
(530,565)

(103,456)

Other Extraordinary Items
Net Income (Loss)

33,410
($984,135)

$560,224

(116,792)
$645,610

(238,791)
($316,518)

Summary Financial Results
Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses
Operating Income

Note: Financial results in this discussion exclude those related to the National Financial
Planning Support Center, FPA’s wholly owned charitable organization supporting pro bono
efforts.

Revenue forecasts developed by FPA for 2009, 2010 and 2011 were essentially on target. As we entered the
current fiscal year, we felt that revenues had stabilized at $13.6 million and we were positioned for growth in
2012. However, our revenue streams did not rebound at the expected rate and we are currently projected to
finish at $12.7 million in revenues for fiscal year ending May 31, 2012.
Throughout 2011, we kept a close eye on key revenue trends that affect our budget and worked diligently to
manage our spending. In the end, we obtained positive operating margins.
Looking ahead, there is still uncertainty around how quickly – and to what extent –revenues will return to pre2009 levels. As a result, we will continue to develop future budgets and business plans that reflect a cautious
and conservative approach.
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Financial Results and
Current Year Forecast
As noted in the Operating Results table on the following page, FPA relies on three primary revenue sources to
fund operations – membership, meeting registrations, and corporate-related support. Following are highlights
we expect to see for the fiscal year ending May 31, 2012, regarding these primary revenue sources:
We are encouraged to see that membership numbers and retention rates have remained relatively stable.
FPA meeting registration revenues are expected to decrease an additional 10 percent this year indicating
that attendance at these events has yet to recover fully. Overall, meeting registrations remain 41 percent
below levels we experienced just before the financial crisis.
Our corporate community was also significantly affected by the past economic crisis. For the current fiscal
year, we anticipated corporate revenues would rebound – particularly with Journal advertising and support of
the FPA Experience conference held in September 2011. As evidenced on the table on the next page, the
opposite occurred, which raises the question again as to when –or if –the corporate revenue will return to
previously seen levels. Our forecast for the period ending May 31, 2012, marks the third consecutive year
we’ve experienced declines—totaling $2.2 million since 2009. Similar to FPA, many corporate partners
remain cautious with spending plans.
Investment gains for the year ended May 31, 2011, were $542,245 while gains projected for May 31, 2012, will
be at or near zero (based on unrealized gains that existed as of March 31, 2012). A key statistic used by FPA and
other membership organizations to measure financial strength is based on the level of net assets—specifically,
net assets as a percentage of total assets. For the year ending May 31, 2011, and projected at May 31, 2012,
FPA’s net asset percentage was 26.8 percent and 25.2 percent, respectively. FPA’s goal over the next 6 to 10
years is to achieve and maintain a net asset percentage of 50 percent—a norm for associations of our size.
Our staff remained committed to FPA’s mission during these tumultuous times and in mid-2011, the board
recognized their perseverance by granting a compensation increase to employees after more than three years of
what effectively had been a salary freeze.
While the past few years have challenged our finances, we remain committed to increasing our fiscal viability to
provide benefits to you, our members, for years to come.
Respectfully submitted,

Curtis W. Niepoth
Associate Executive Director and
Chief Financial Officer
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Following are highlights of FPA’s financial results for the past year as well as the current year, which began June 1,
2011, and ends May 31, 2012.
Audited financial statements for the period ending May 31, 2011, and prior years can be found on FPA’s website.
Year Ending
5/31/11
Actual

Year Ending
5/31/12
Forecast

% Change

7,514,219
1,395,208
492,713
944,795
2,413,534
856,144
$13,616,613

7,289,363
1,253,889
514,444
746,177
2,290,789
634,187
$12,728,849

(03%)
(10%)
4%
(21%)
(5%)
(26%)
(7%)

4,358,912

4,210,556

(3%)

Total Expenses

5,093,113
1,369,414
2,044,451
$12,865,891

5,528,050
1,318,744
1,645,770
$12,703,120

9%
(4%)
(20%)
(1%)

Operating Profit/Loss

$750,722

$25,729

Year Ending 5/31/11
Actual
$2,578,596

Year Ending 5/31/12
Forecast
$1,900,869

% Change
(26%)

2,530,534
781,503
5,890,633

2,537,057
890,360
5,328,286

14%
(10%)

Total Assets

3,010,517
323,596
$9,224,746

2,904,597
296,212
$8,529,095

(4%)
(9%)
(8%)

Accounts Payable & Accrued Expenses
Unearned Dues and Income
Other Liabilities
Total Liabilities

$1,266,184
5,457,977
31,203
6,755,364

1,079,526
5,195,978
100,727
6,376,231

(15%)
(5%)
223%
(6%)

2,469,382

2,152,864

(13%)

$9,224,746

$8,529,095

(8%)

Operating Results
Operating Revenues
Individual Member Dues
Meeting Attendee Registrations
Corporate Member Dues
Corporate Advertising
Corporate Sponsor and Exhibits
Other Revenues
Total Revenues
Operating Expenses
Direct Program Expenses
Overhead Expenses
• Compensation Costs
• Chapter Dues Sharing
• Administrative and Fixed

Financial Position
Cash
Short Term Investments
Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets
Long-Term Investments
Property & Equipment (Net)

Net Assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

Investments
Short Term Money Market
Mutual Funds –Fixed Income
Mutual Funds –Equity Securities
Total Investments
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Year Ending 5/31/11
Actual
$2,530,534
951,380
2,059,137
$5,541,051

Year Ending 5/31/12
Forecast
$2,537,057
1,024,214
1,979,780
$5,541,051

% Change
8%
(4%)
-

2011 FPA Board of Directors

Top from Left: Mark Prendergast, Christopher Rand, Samuel Gallucci, Keith Loveland, Rob Hoxton, Martin Kurtz
Middle from Left: Paul Auslander, Michael Smith, Michael Branham, Dusty Huxford, James Tissot, Tom Potts
Bottom from Left: Marv Tuttle, Janet Stanzak, Julie Littlechild, Paula Hogan, Vern Hayden, Edward Gjertsen
Not Pictured: Diana DeCharles
President
Martin F. Kurtz, CFP, AIFA
The Planning Center
Moline, Ill.
Chair
Tom L. Potts, Ph.D., CFP
Baylor University
Waco, Texas
President-elect
Paul H. Auslander, CFP
American Financial Advisors
Orlando, Fla.
Executive Director/CEO
Marvin W. Tuttle, Jr., CAE
Financial Planning Association
Denver, Colo.
Michael A. Branham, CFP
Cornerstone Wealth Advisors, Inc.
Edina, Minn.
Diana M. DeCharles, CFP
Pinnacle Asset Management Group
Shreveport, La.
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Samuel J. Gallucci, CFP
Stewartsville, N.J.
Edward W. Gjertsen II, CFP
Mack Investment Securities
Glenview, Ill.
Vern C. Hayden, CFP
Hayden Wealth Management
Westport, Conn.
Paula H. Hogan, CFP, CFA
Hogan Financial Management
Milwaukee, Wis.
Rob Hoxton, CFP, AIF
Hoxton Financial, Inc.
Shepherdstown, W. Va.
David C. Huxford, Jr.
Huxford & Associates
Oakland, Md.
Julie Littlechild
Advisor Impact
New York, N.Y.

Keith Loveland, J.D., AIFA, CIDA
Loveland Consulting
Minneapolis, Minn.
Mark L. Prendergast, CFP, CPA
Inspired Financial
Huntington Beach, Calif.
Christopher T. Rand, CFP, CLU, AEP
Strategic Wealth Associates
San Diego, Calif.
Michael J. Smith, CFP
RTD Financial Advisors, Inc.
Atlanta, Ga.
Janet A. Stanzak, MS, CFP
Financial Empowerment
Bloomington, Minn.
James Tissot, CFP
Prism Planning, Inc.
New York, N.Y

FPA Management Team
Marvin W. Tuttle, Jr., CAE
Curtis W. Niepoth
Lauren M. Schadle, CAE
Daniel Barry, J.D.
Lynn Brackpool
Jean Cantey Segal
Jaleen W. Edwards
Patrick Zachwieja

Executive Director/CEO
Associate Executive Director/CFO
Associate Executive Director/COO
Managing Director, Government Relations and Public Policy
Managing Director, Communications and Consumer Services
Managing Director, Knowledge and Learning
Managing Director, Business Development and Strategic Alliances
Managing Director, Marketing and Member Outreach

Explore FPA’s website
Contact FPA
Join or Renew your Membership
Membership Information
Learning Opportunities
Events and Conferences
Your Career and Practice

Connecting with Colleagues
FPA Advocacy
Partner with FPA
Press Room
FPA Connect
About FPA

FPA’s Fine Print
The Financial Planning Association is the owner of trademark, service mark and collective membership mark
rights in FPA, FINANCIAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION and PlannerSearch. The marks may not be used without
written permission from the Financial Planning Association.
All noted professional certification/designations in this report are the registered marks of their respective
enforcement entities and are protected as such.

Financial Planning Association
7535 E. Hampden Ave, Suite 600
Denver, CO 80231
303.759.4900 /toll-free 800.322.4237
www.FPAnet.org
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